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Nike Zoom Flight The Glove new color release 2013-12-08 23:25:51 Two days ago, we have a new color for everyone exposed two
upcoming sale in spring next year ; Nike Zoom Flight The Glove , This time, Nike to celebrate Gary Payton in 2006 to help the Miami
Heat championship successful year, therefore introduced this "Heat" color. Shoes with red to create a warm upper body, with black
Swoosh and midsole, yellow outline the final details and some others. There is no available information for this color.

Under Armour Curry 2 Low exposed 2015-09-01 15:24:15
Recently Curry Under Armour Curry wearing a pair of low-cut version 2 of training camp, the blue shoes with white details, let the color
is very bright. And in order to help low version presented it, but also for us to create a sense of movement is not the same. The shoes
are currently no available information leaked, will probably Curry 2 together with the sale, and interested friends may wish to continue
to look at it. 
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Hit the color mix and match the new trend CREATIVE RECREATION new men recommended 2013-12-08 22:05:43
global travel has been the source of two designers Creative Recreation (RICH COFINCO and ROBERT NAND) design inspiration,
however, the theme of this season is different CR, CR is not only this time you will start with some tangible adventure, at the same
time Spring 2012 will open a self-discovery. From Palm Springs to the Salton Sea romantic, general Sneaker shoes can not meet
your needs, CR season multi-level splicing of different materials uppers and creative sublimation, full details worth pondering,
showing a unique effect . 
ProfaciLo, minimalist design also very attractive, ProfaciLo winter 2011 spring paragraph continues overlapping material mix and
match colors and design, through many details shoelaces, shoes, heels and so bring new hit color perception. Uppers tarps fresh
material, low to help design more portable, fit with a variety of Style. Red, black, light blue three color options. 
KaplanMid, choose which shoes beige / red / blue canvas, places dark brown suede heel reinforcement. As a whole into a
personality, it is worth a careful look. Minimalist design shoes have to simplify effect. Enhance the overall mix texture. Choose thick
rubber midsole. Heel and sole are printed branding. Simple shoes but without losing the extraordinary temperament. Easy travel on
various occasions. 
Offer Price ProfaciLo ; 890 yuan 
; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; KaplanMid ; 890 yuan 
;
Pearl texture AIR FORCE 1 XXX PEARL COLLECTION 2013-12-08 22:02:17
Nike has been focused on the court and the perfect blend of culture, in the Air Force 1 30th anniversary of the birth, will launch a
series of top-level shoes, in his honor. Nike Air Force 1 Pearl Collection scheduled release on March 3 with a sophisticated design
details of the three color products for the prologue, on behalf of Nike Air Force 1 carries three decades of legend. 
Air Force 1 is the first Nike Air unit with basketball shoes, such as the same as a plane of the same name, Air Force 1 is noble and
timeless symbol of quality. Nike company, innovation is the design of the country, and this series is a classic design and modern
footwear technology perfect fusion. 
This will launch one pair of Air Force 1 Lux MX Air '08, this is the first time the whole palm AF1 visible Air Max Air unit, and upper
design with mother of pearl reflection inspired color design inspiration from the first year of edition while incorporating the Vac-Tech
construction. The second is a black cowboy material help low AF1, the first use of denim cloth wrapped in the end, supported by high
quality leather material. Third paragraph is white reflective help low AF1, translucent milky white in the end, make the classic style
exudes refreshingly modern. 
These three AF1 come with some common design touches, including a metal hoop distribute mother of pearl color nameplate and
the ends of shoelaces, printed with vintage AF1 grid pattern insole, and specially designed compact shoebox, and Outside shoe box
also covered with a layer of tulle, quite memorable. 
;
; ; ; in today's just-concluded Super CEOs summit Upload a rather exciting news, Nike invested $ 15 million to buy out the entire
package Super League apparel and equipment. This means that the Super League teams will be wearing Nike shirts Super 09
campaign. However, the Yankees had already signed four-year contract with Adidas will continue wearing Adidas equipment. 

today on Super summit, super company to Nike invested $ 15 million to buy out the entire package of clothing and equipment Super
League clubs to seek the views of the vast majority of clubs have agreed. But includes other parts of Beijing Guoan club is put
forward different views. Since signing a four-year contract with Adidas before Beijing Guoan, so national security must be wearing
Adidas jersey in the 2009 season in accordance with the provisions of the contract. Super express company will coordinate with
Nike, so the signing of a contract with other companies to equip the club to continue to fulfill the contract. Tonight, Guoan Club general



manager Ted made it clear that the new season will use Adidas equipment. 

; ; ; Also at the meeting this afternoon to get four AFC qualification team convened, the Chinese Football Association to Luneng,
Shenhua, the country club Ann TEDA 4 forwarded AFC Latest AFC issued a "Workbook." A total of 12 regulations on this manual, if
you violate any of the provisions of the participating teams will be subject to fines or deduction bonus. These provisions must be
submitted to the AFC game on the spot in the video, etc., within two hours after including competitions.
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] now running the sport more and more attention to sports brand, Nike sports brand as
overlord, naturally can not relax our vigilance. In time for the April Fool's Day and festival space, Nike has updated its running shoes,
Nike Free series and then a new product, this time breaking the 3 series, 3.0 series, 4.0 series, 5.0 series, each series has its own
advantages for different groups of people. 

The carefully built through the Nike Free that allows your feet more comfortable rhythm, the liberation of the shackles of traditional
sneakers. Free dress shoes may take some time to adapt, get used to it. When you are more and more frequently wearing Nike
Free, you may feel a slight foot muscle soreness, but this fact does not have much training and running relationship, which means that
your Nike Free shoes are playing a role. 

The upgrade of the Nike Free that near-earth sense, they are the Nike running shoes series, the most close to the ground, close to
the barefoot running shoes, jogging experience to bring light support, lightweight solid Flyknit uppers, looks more like a socks,
perhaps this is its innovative sewing technology located, but also through the author Free series of running shoes before, I feel very
light, more suitable for barefoot wear, suitable for everyday short-distance running and walking use, believe that this upgrade will
certainly make shoes more lightweight, more comfortable walking. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partner: Cartelo Shoes ; Bao Manning shoes.)
< br / > ; by J. crew to create a new balance shoes always let people take delight in talking about, this season the American fashion
brand is the original idea of color belt to ASICs and release two pairs of joint Gel-LYTE III running shoes. The "evergreen" by the
black and green army combination as the keynote, bright yellow into particularly pleasing to the eye; and "Blue Ribbon" is the use of
the making shoe body with blue suede like washing, adding white to create a superior texture. The two pairs of shoes will be in
September 15th to J. Crew exclusive sale. (Editor: YOYO)

Air Force 1 this year just thirty anniversary, NIKE is this pair of classic shoes under the foot work, from the 3 different versions of the
digital camouflage, and later the Olympic gold medal series, it is both awesome. In recent days, and a Air Force 1 foamposite Pro
low came to the front of us, in fact, last year, Nike launched a similarly high styles help, but this year a bold change into the low version
of the design style, shoe weight significantly reduce also increases the daily wearing comfort, is really killing two birds with one stone,
classic style is really no matter how good-looking. 
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< p > brand: name of the Nike Sportswear
: Air Force 1 foamposite Pro Low
price: 18900 yen < br / > to buy address: mita-sneakers
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